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1.0 OBJECTIVES 

In tAis unit we will delineate a short history of the Indian English novelin order to 
understand the trends in its growth from the very beginning till the turn' of the 
millennium. We will try to identify the concerns and themes of the novelists. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
---- 

When we think of the early Indian English novel, we think of the trinity - Mulk Raj 
Anand (b. 1905), R.K. Narayan (b. 1906), and. Raja Rao (b. 1908). All three began 
writing in the nineteen thirties and all three have seen the turn of the century. Their 
influence or their importance in the world of the Indian English novel cannot be 
measured. With ,411and's Untouchable, Narayan's Swami and Friends, and Rao's 
Manthapura, the Indian English novel found its place in the gamut of Indian 
literatures. 

But the Indian English novel did not have its beginnings in the thirties of the 
twentieth century. How could that have been when the modern novel came to India in 
English. wlth the English? 

English education was introduced in India in early nineteenth century. It is reasonable 
to expect that essays and articles and sketches would have hewn to flow from Indiati 
pens soon after, especially with the establishment of English journals and 
newspapers. With the English presence in India from even earlier, it should be 
espected that some Indians wrote in English evcn earlier than that. All this should 
lead almost naturally to fiction in English - short as well as long. 

1.2 EARLY ESSAYISTS 

But even to begin the history of the Indian English novel without mentioning other 
earlier prose writings is to do injustice to earlier writers. The stage for longer fiction 
was set by sketches and memoirs and short fiction. Dean Mohained (1795-185 1) has 



lately been disclsvcred to have the greatest claims to have been the first Indian writer 
rr~l t~uck  ~ b ~ e  an English with his travelogue laying claim to be the first published Indian English 

text. But usually the credit for this has been given to Cavelly Venkata Boriah ( 1776- 
1803) whose Account of the Jains, written c. 1803, was published in 1809 But the 
first Indian prose waiter of note in English is not so surprisingly Raja Rammohun Roy 
(1792-1833). M.K. Naik regards hls essay A Defence of Hindu Theism (18 17) as the 
"first original publication of significance in Indian English Ilterature." ' 
If Raja Rztrnmohun Roy is well-known as a social reformer for his essays as sell as 
his belief in and advocacy of English as a tool to eradicate the ills of Hindu societ!. 

. there were other prose writers in the middle and later yehrs of the 191h c e n t u ~  . Some 
of the writers like Krishim Mohan Bane rji (1 8 13-85) and Ram Gopal Ghose (1 8 1 -  
68) were eariy beneficiaries of English educat~on. Both were students of Hen? 
Derozio, the famous poet. Ram Gopal Ghose was also known as an orator 
Expectedly many of the pieces are about social reform and more than a few are 
journalistic pieces or treatises. As in the case of other Indian languages, it was the 
establishment of journals and magazines and newspapers that contributed to the 
development of Indian English prose. 

In western India, one of the major essayists was Behrarnji Malabari (1 853-1 9 12). 
Malabari was also a poet but here we are interested in his role as one of the pioneers 
of Indian journaiism. Malabari wrote periodical essays in the style of Addison and 
Steele. His essays weic col!ected in two volumes, Gujarat and Gujaratis (1882). 
and The Indian Eye on English Life (1895). His style and humour make him an 
essayist of a high calibre. He too was a social iefurmer with a steady eye. Nagesh 
Vishwanath Bai ( 1860-1920) was Malabari's contemporary and equal in prose 
writing, His Stray Sketches from Chakmakpore (1894) is a collection of character 
sketches drawn fiom different strata of society. According to Ramamurti, 
Chakmakpore is the forerunner of Narayan's Malgudi. 

1.3 EARLY FICTION 

A Journal of 48 hours of the Year 1945 by Kylash Chunder Dutt was published in 
The Calcutta Literary Gazette (6th June 1835) This is the tale of ar! unsuccessful 
revoit agaiost the British This piece of literary fantasy once again underlines how 
Indian English literature (think also of Henry Derozio's poetry) was nationalistic in 
nature from the wery beginning. Or to put it differently, Indian English literature-felt 
the need to distance itself fiom any sense of complicity in British rule. Wilting in 
English perforce meant critiquing the English as well as the local Indian r~ality. 

Shoshee Chunder Dutt (1825-1 886) was a JP and a asli Bahadur. His short novel, 
The Republic s f  Orissa: Annals from the pages of the Twentieth Century. was 
psblished 11s the Saturday Evening Hurkam on 25' Mzy? 1845. The actioi~ in this tale 
takes place in the second decade of the twentieth century. The British are defeated 
and a republic is established in Orissa. Once agan English is used against the 
English! 

1.4 THE FIRST INDIAN ENGLISH NOVEL : 

As a matter of fact the famous Bengali novelist, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya 
(1838-94), wrote his first novel in English This was Rajmohan9s Wife, which waq 

serialised as Wife in the Calcutta weekly= The Indian Field, in 1864. This was 
published in book form only in the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  and republished in 1990s. Bankim was 
much influenced by the English novelists that he had read, Sir Walter Scott and 



Char!es Dickens in paticular, Wajmohan's Wife, like his Bengali novels. deals with 
social issues of the day. In a sense;the main agenda of the Indian English noqdel :vas 
set in this first attempt itself. Kajmohan's Wife is about the effects of a bad mamaze 
on the woman. The sufferings of a rniddle class housewife, Matangini at the hands of 
he: husband, Rajrnohan, in rural East Bepgal forms the subject of the aaovel. This was 
the time of social refonn and it shouldn't surprise us that the first Indian English 
novel isn't a historical rommce as has been suggested some timcs but a soc~al n~vel .  
Baninkin; may not have wntten another novel in English but his Bengali novels were to 
idhence the course of the nove! in India. 

A Histo~y of the 
lrdian Englbh 
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1.5 OTHER EAWLB7 NOVELS 
I I _  

The second Indian English novel of note is also by a Bengali. Lal B e h i  Bay 
published Govinda Samanta, or, the Histsay of a Bengal Raivat irl 1874. The 
novel is set in Eurdwan district in mid-nineteenth century. The author's intention in 
his own prefatory words is to fulmish "a plan and unvarnished tale of a plain peasant 
living in the plain country of Bengal." This novel is a famiiy saga, which relates the 
life md times of Govinda Samanta, from his birth till death. We see the tnals and 
vicissitudes of his extended family. The novel is said to have won a prize offered in 
187 1 for the best novel in Bengali or English illustrating the 'Social and Domestic 
Life of the Rural Population Working Classes of Bengal.' \'%at it therefore 
achieves ax! introduces into rhe Iitdian English novel is s high !eve1 of realism. 

Lal Behari Bay was aware of the challenges of portraying Indian reality in the 
English language. How would you have Bengali peasants speak in English'? Day. iike 
W.K Narayan later, makes his peasants speak in 'good' English. He reallses that his 
characters speak 'bettek' English than English peasants but as he says if he had made 
them speak in some kind of rural English dialect. "I should have turned them into 
English and not Bengali He writes elsewhere of cultural differences and 
like all Indian English writers deliberately cross pollinates the English language with 
Indian cultural markers. The challenge of the medium was best articulated more than 
sixv years later by Raja Rao 111 his farnous foreword to Kanthapura. 

Yoit would have noticed that most of the writers named so far are from casten? India. 
This is after all a short introduction and can name only a few select writers. But even 
so, the early writers in English all came from areas which had the greatest British 
influence, namely the Bengal region, the western coast. and the south. Since we are 
looking at the rise of the Indian English novel, we havt: coixentrated on eastern India. 
Ef you wmt to know the names of essayists and prose writers fiom other areas af 
india, you shculd refcr to M.K. Naik's history. You nnli also get to know thz names 
of other ear!y no~relists. I am oniy going to rekr to the rtlore fan~ous among them in 
tlis unit 

TORI Dutt (1856-77) is better known as a poet. But she may very wcl! be she first 
\soman novelist in Indian English, and perhaps the first Indim- novclist in French1 
Her unfiniBed English novel, Bianca or The Young Spanish Miden, was 
published in Cal~utta in 1878 This is a romantic love story Set ~n Engl.md Malashri 
La1 believez that Toru Duti couldn't finish this novel because it was autobiographical 
a d  "mirrored theturbulence in her young life"'3 and that she was critiquing peopie 
close to her in it. Critics have felt it a great pity that t l 1 ~  nove! is incomplete because 
as K.S. Iiamamurti puts it, if the novel had been completed: "it would have given us 
not on!!, the first good I n d h  novel in English but a beautiful mode! for the Indian 
writers of English fiction, if not ir, terns of contcnt, a1 least in terms of a natar~,! 
graceful style.'* Because her settinlg is English and even the Spanish characters are 
settled in England, Toru Dutt does not have the usual chalieiges of the Indian English 



yriter. Thus she can exhibit her felicity in the language, which makes for good 
reading, as Ramarnurti points out. 

Mention must be made here of another woman writer, Krupabai Satthianandhan 
(1862-1894). She was one of the earliest women medical students but unfortunately 
her health did not permit her to complete her education. She lived with her husband 
in Ooty and later Madras (now Chennai). She wrote for the South Indian Observer. 
and the National Indian Journal. What she is known for are her two novels. Both were 
published in the Journal of Madras Christian College. They were published in 
book $arm after her death. Both Kamala: A Story of Hindu Life (1 894), and 
Saguna: A Story of Native Christian Life (1895) are autobiographical in nature. 
Saguna is about her earlier years and depicts the transformation of a Hindu brahmin 
family into a Christian household. Saguna is set in present-day Maharashtra and 
Gujarat where Krupabai grew up. Kamala was written after the loss of her child and 
is about her sorrows and conflicts. Both these novels have been reprinted recently. 

By now you would have noted that the impact of colonialism can be seen not only in 
the use of a new language to write in but also in concerns of the witers - from 
reform and defence of Hinduism andlor a new construction of India, to the depiction 
and sometimes celebration of conversion to Christianity. This is even more apparent 
in the genre of poetry. 

While on the subject of women novelists, we must not ignore Shevantibai Nikambe, 
social reformer and educationist, who wrote Ratnabai: A Sketch of a Bombay High 
Caste Hindu Wife (1895). This short novel holds forth the ideal af a companionate 
marriage. A young married girl, whose husband is away in England, is sent to school 
against all opposition by her father. She suffers much at the hand$ of her in laws but 
when her husband returns he finds a wife he can converse with 4 d  all ends happily. 
This was pait of the larger discourse of reform and the treatment of women in Hindu 
society. 

Other women writers who normally find mention in the history of Indian English 
fiction are Rajalakshmi Debi whose novel in verse form,, The Hindoo Wife or The 
Enchanted Fruit , was published in 1876, and Cornelia Sorabji, a distinguished 
lawyer, who published three collections of short stories in the first decade of the 
twentieth century. These much admired collections are Love and Life Behind the 
Purdah (1901), Sun Babies (1904), and Between the Twilights (1908). While 
Sorabji never wrote a novel, Rabindranath Tagore's sister Swarnakumari Ghosal 
(1855=1932) wrote three - The Fatal Garland (1910), An Indian Love Story 
(1910), and An Unfinished Song (1913). The first is a historical romdce while the 
last is novel of sensibility that shows the influence of novelists like George Eliot. 

To turn to male novelists of late nineteenth and early twentieth century, we find that 
many wrote historical romances. But, Shoshee Chunder Dutt, whom we have already 
referred to, wrote Shunkur: A Tale of Indian Mutiny 1857, and The Young 
Zamindar (1883), both of which depict the greatness of the cultural heritage of thc 
country and aim at raising the consciousness of the readers to fight for political 
freedom. H Dutt wrote adventure fiction and is known for two novels - Bijay 
Chand: An Indian Tale (1888) and Lieut. Suresh Biswas: His Life. and 
Adventures (1900). Some of the historical romances written around that time are - 
Chakravarti Khetrapal's-Sarala and Hingana (1895), and T Wakrishna Pillai's 
Padmini: an Indian Romance (1903), and The Dive for Death: An Indian 
Romance (191 l), S.M. Mitra's Hindupore: A Peep Behind the Indian Unrest - 
An Anglo-Indian Romance (1909), and Balkrishna's The Love of Kusuma: An 
Eastern Love Story (1910). 

While Romesh Chunder Dutt translated his own Bengali novels into English - The 
Lake of Palms: A Story of Indian Domestic Life (1902), and The Slave Girl of 

8 Agra, an Indian Historical-Romance (1909) - one a novel of social reform and 



widow remarriage and the other a historical romance as promised in the title, Sarath 
Kumar Ghosh wrote a fantasy, 1001 Indian Nights: The Trials of Narayan Lal 
(1906), and The Prince of Destiny: The New Krishna (1909). Ghosh's second 
novel is perhaps one of the earliest to explore the East-West encounter, a popular 
theme in the Indian English novel. 

Two novelists from the early years of the twentieth century deserve mention here. 
They are Rajam Iyer and A Madhaviah, both from Madras. Both were pioneers of the 
Tamil novel, both publishing their first novels in Tamil in 1896. Rajam Iyer's 
importance is not so much in the number of novels he wrote - he actually wrote only 
one incomplete novel - but in that he wrote in English at all and in what he wrote. , 

True Greatness of Vasude9a Sastri, which appeared as a serial in 1896-98, was 
published posthumously in book form in 1925, This religious novel about a vedantin 
is seen as a forerunner of novels by Raja Rao. 

A Madhaviah wrote quite a few novels in English - Satyananda (1909), Thillai 
Govindan (1916), which was published earlier, in 1908, under a different title (A 
Posthumous Autobiography edited by Pamba), Clarinda (1915), Nanda, the 
Pariah who Overcame Caste (1923), and Lt. Panju - A Modern Indian (1924). 
Thillai Govindan is about a contemporary Tamil Brahmin youth and the impact of 
western education on his life. It ends with his rediscovery of faith in Hinduism 
Clarinda-is a historical romance about a woman who was converted to Christianity 
in Tanjore. It is believed that she built the first church in that part of the country. 
According to Ramarnurti, the church still stands in Palamcottah and is known as 
Glorianda Church. The novel traces the growth and development of a Maratha 
Brahmin girl from innocence and naivete to heroism. According to Ramamurti, one 
of the major achievements of Madhaviah is the language spoken by his characters. 
His Indian characters and his English characters speak very differently from each 
other even while he manages to &e them speak in colloquial English. Ramamurti 
also feels that Madhaviah's humour is similar to that of R.K. Narayan's. He manages 
to portray the middle class India of his times with wonderfbl felicity and ease. 

1.6 TOWARDS INDEPENDENCE - NOVELS AND 
NOVELISTS 

When what Naik calls the Gandihian whirlwind struck India, many things changed 
including the novel. What we are talking about is the intensification of the sense of 
nationalism and the attempts to use all means to construct the idea of a modem India. 
Once again we begin with a novelist who was also a poet. This is K.S. 
Venkataramani (1891-1951). He has two novels - Murugan, the Tiller (1927), and 
Kandan, the Patriot: A Novel of New India in the Making (1932). Murugan 
contrasts the life of two friends, Kedari and Ramu, the former a materialist and the 
latter a Gandhian. A Gandhian colony is established at the end of the novel and the 
two friends settle down there. Kandan-is set during the period of the Civil 
Disobedience movement. Kandan, an ICS officer who has been educated in England, 
resigns from government service and joins the freedom movement only to be killed at 
the end. 

The problem with Vedcataramani's novels is that their narrative style leaves a lot to 
be desired. Venkataramani doesn't seem to have been impressed by any 
contemporary narrative models. This is-true of his contemporary A.S.P. Ayyar as 
well. Ayyar, an ICS officer, was a dramatist as well. He couldn't write novels about 
contemporary politics because of his offrcial position. So like nineteenth century 
poets, he resorts to Indian history to construct his idea of India. His novels are 
Baladitya (1930), and Three Men of Destiny (1939). He split the latter novel into 
two parts and published them separately as The Legions Thunder Past (1947), and 
Chanakva and Chandraeuuta (195 1). Baladitva is set in the 5th century and is 
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is about the aftermath of A1exandcr.s invasion of India 'me three inen are Ale.;anicr 
Ckandragupta Mauryq and Chmaky a 

Another novelist we should name bcfore we talk of the trin~ty is K . Na2araja.n. His 
Athavarr IIo~se  (1937) is a fanily saga that depicts a h-4.Aaahiriaa Vaishnava 
Brahmin family settled in the ~ ~ 6 t h .  It portrays a joint fatnil?. and explores the 
im,p~c$ of" ii~odemity and Gmdhiisrs! on the family. Nagarcjan has another novel s e ~  i in  

the 'Ltrirties, but this, Chronicle of Kednranm, came out much later, in 1361. 

As we hiow the trinity of Mulk Raj Anand, R.K. Nanyan, and _Raja RXI began 
writing in the 1930s. YOU rrre studying all three writers thou@ only two of them have 
their mve'rs prescribed for you K.K. Warayan finds place in your cowse only as a 
short stoq writer. but I advise you strongly to read his novels, especially one c/f th:: 
foisllowing two -- Waiting for the Mahatma (1955), or Vendor of Sweets (196191, 
bath of which treat M d 1 z . b ~  Gx~dili and the impzct ~f Gillidhiism qttite differenttlq . 
All three witera began tMjting duri~g the freidom stmggk soon aficr the Civil 
Disobedience movement of early 1930s. The issues they tackled were all relevant 
issues of the timc, issues that had to he depicted and debated in tifie quest to constmc: 
an ideal naiion. You have hhJk Raj L4i:and's Untouchable_Qi935:) Rao's 
Kanthapur~ (2938) in your course and you'll know immediately :hat issues of caste 
2nd 'tile ep1iftn:ent of the doivntrodden9, modernity and reiigiorr, the role of religirjns. 
&.,a cE~ct1: cf colonialism, thc qutstion of gender roles - mainly the glace of women 
in sct(;Sety, the situation of the village a ~ d  thr, peasantry, all find piace in the Indim 
Enghsh novel zs influenced by nE,e ttI~i:ty. Nd that these issues had not entered the 
novel earlisr but hat these nsvelisrs hzd a great impact, which can be felt even tc~day. 

Mu% taaj A~!.zzd (b. 1905) is a prolific writer. He went to England in 1924 to do 
rssearch In ~hilssophy and! came back a committed soc;ialist. 13s even took part in the 
Spanish Civil War. His other interest than fiction has been art criticism - he is the 
founder cdi.tor of the an magazine, M q .  His firstliterary efforts were to chronicle 
the lives of the under-privileged. If  IJntouchabIe is about a sweeper, Coolie ( 1  936) 
md Leaves and a Bud (193.7) are a.bout labourers. Tf Coolie depicts the lives of 
disp!aced labourers who are exploited by all kinds of ewnornic forces includins 
cslonidisrn, Two Leaves and a Bud esposes the conditions sf pi~~lration life in 
British Iniiia. If in the first the protagoriist comes down from t;Qc hhis, in the second 
the protagonist is lured from Punjab to Assam. The trilogy - The Village (1939): 
Across the! Blakk.Waters (1941), The Sword and the Sickle ( I  942) -. on the 
Punjabi peasant fo!lowed next. The trilogy follows the life or' La1 Singh who rebels 
ag,ainst his village mores. Hc fights in fhe first world war in F!mders, is taken 
prisoner b:~ Slt:c Gemns ,  becomes a comn~unist and ends up in prison again in India! 
111 his last no-ce! before Indian Independence, Mulk Raj ~4.11md depicts one day in the 
life of a cgppcrsmit!~. The Big Heart (1945) debatss the virtue of the nzachine 
modernity. 

You would have realised through your reading of Untotlchabie tkat Anand is quite 
passionate about his causss. He displays what Naik calls "ruth!ass rdism"' (Wieik, p. 
160). He goes boldly where very few if my have gone befcre, inventing an English 
that has ?he flsvour of Ptmjab, This is one s f  the major achievements ofthe trinity 
who each in h ~ s  own way marlages tc? write an English that is constructed by and 
constructs the geographical and socid space depicted by their novcPs. 

R. K. Naraym (b, 1906) is a very different writer from A ~ m d ,  Nmyan is one of the 
few Indian English writers of the earlier generation, or even m y  generation. who has 
been a h l l  time waiter. Thanks to television adaptations of his stories, his fictional 
town, Malgudi, is know to  more thm the readers of Indian English fiction. All his 
works have Malgidi as their setting, and he polishes md csn-es this one inch of ivoq 
to perfection. His is the middle clslss world ofthe smI1 town - modernity has 
impinged on &is society but not whole sde westernisat~on. lil his novels written 
before Independence, Narayan develops and fixes the ingredients of his recipe for his 
successfil fiction. Swami and Friends is a delightfid tale about the escapades of a 



schoolboy. The Bachelor of Arts (1 937) is about the goings on in the life of a A History of the 
bachelor, Chandran, who rebelling against the idea of an a m g e d  marria.-. r, even hdian EngllsT- 
becomes a sanyasi for some time. Me. of course, returns to a traditioml arranged Novel 
marriage! The Dark Room ! 193 8) is Narayan7s attempt at something different - a 
story about the suffering and abortive rebeHion of a housewife, Narayag fiever 
attempted such serious fiction again though The English Teacher (19463, which was 
written after the tragic death s f  his wife, is a poignant novei about loss and 
reconciliation. Phis novel explores the world of the supernatural, again a subject t b t  
Narayan does not deal wit\ seriously ever again. This understandably was his last 
novel before Independence. 

Raja Rao (b. 1908) who completes the trinity is as different from the other two as 
possible. You will not get the complete picture of this novelist from the novel i!l the 
course. Kanthapura is the only novel written by Raja Rao before Independence and 
this too shows a writer contemplating and depicting the changes that were taking 
place in the making of the modern nation. You will be studying thz novel md I don't 
want to anticipate the discussion here but you would have realised after reading the 
novel that the foreword to Kanthapura is one of the most important documems in 
Indian English literature. It is here that an Indian Eaglish writer sets out as fully as 
Rao does the agenda for Indian English writers, their intents and the challenges d~ey 
have to face. The problematic as he puts it is "to convey in a lsrtguage not one's o ~ r n  
the spirit that is one's o m  " So while the language is foreign, the experience is local. 
But the language isn't completely outsiee our he says. He identifies d m  
English has the same position of power as Sanskrit or Persia1 had in their days. Acd 
the Indian English writer chooses to write in the !anwage of power and the po~vefil .  
But, cautions k o ,  this does not mean that the Indian English wntzr wants to be 
appropriated, he doesn't want to write like the English. The calonisl encounter has 
changed dl,  and the India English writer has to use the space in between the 
coloniser's language and culture and the local traditiofial lives and experiences in 
order to create what the English writer cannot, and create what is made possible on!!. 
because the writing is in E~lglish. Th.cls the Indian English writer is duty bound to 
create and use Englishes that makes it impossible for the monolingual Elrglish reader 
to appropriate hisiher experiefice with any degree of ease. Don't write like the 
English, and don't write what can be easily wlitten in the Indian language of yoilr 
region. TlGs is the agenda that Raja Rao sets forth and you will have to decide how 
wcll he achieves his own ends. Do you think the situation is still the same or that it 
has changed now? 

There are some other writers and novels that need to be looked at however bnef this 
history may aim to be. One of the most interesting novels of this era is Twilight in 
DelRi (1940) by Ahmed Ali. -4hmed Ali portrays mibd!e class Muslim life in m I y  
twentieth century Delhi, and attempts to capture the decay of a culture. Ahmed Ali 
became a Pakistani citizen after Partition, but this novel remains a l m h a r k  iri Indian 
English fiction. Iqbalunnisa Hussain's Purdah and Polygamy: Life in an 1Indiai1 
Muslim Household (1944) delivers what it promises - an intimate picare of a way 
of life. Another novelist who deserves mention is K.A. Abbas who wrotc man> 
popular film scripts for Raj Kapoor, the note Hlndi film m&er. His nove! Tomorrow 
is Ours: A Novel of the India of Today (1943), mes to construct an India wth a 
role to play in world affairs. There are a number of other novelists who wrote novels 
on the freedom struggle and its impact. 

1.7 POST-INDEPENDENCE - NOVELS AND NOVELISTS 
TILL 1980 

1.7.1 The Trinity 

The trinity have continued their long and distinguished career after Independence but 
there have also been a number of other major novelists duri~g the period we are 
looking at. How many can you name'? 



UnteuchaBle Mulk Raj Anand returned to India for good in 1945 and didn't write for some time 
because of a nervous breakdown. Seven Summers (195 l), his next book, was 

-understandably a fictional recreation of his childhood, and was meant tcr be the first 
of a series of autobiographical novels with Krishan Chander as protagonist. After 
Private Life of an Indian Prince (1953), a novel about a milieu with which he did 
not have much familiarity, Anand returned to fiimiliar temtory with The Old 
Woman and the Cow (1 960). The Old Woman and the Cow is about pcasant life and 
the pressures on people that drives them to inhumanity in order to survive. The 
protagonist is Gauri, the 'cow' of the title, who is deserted by her husband and sold 
off by her gradmother who to choose between her cow and Gauri. Gauri grows 
fiom a cow to a tigress 1 

Anand's next novel was The Road (1 963) which travels the same temjory as 
Untouchable. The Death of Hero (1964), which Anand reissued in the 1990s, is 
about Kashmir. His next two novels were part of his autobiographical series. 
Morning Face (1970), which won the Sahitya Akademi Award, and Confessions of 
a Lover (1976) follow the career of Krishan Chunder through his schooldays, 
adolescence, college and an utrsuccessful love affair, till he leaves for Enghd.  

R.K. Narayan achieved greater fame and fortune after Independence. He started off 
with Mr. Sampath (1949)' a novel about the world of films, and then wrote The 
Financial Expert (1952), Waiting for the Mahatma (1955), The Guide (1958), 
The Maneater of Malgudi (1962), The Vendor of Sweets (1967), The Painter of 
Signs (1976), A Tiger for Malgudi (1983), and The Talkative Man (1986), The 
World of Nagaraj (1990), and The Grandmother's Tale (1993). Critics feel that 
Narayan was at the height of his powers from The Financial Expert till The Vendor 
of Sweets. Narayan is a delightful comic writer who studies middle class small town 
South Indian mores. The Guide, which won the Sahitya Akademi Award, is perhaps 
his most famous book and did very well in a movie version that R.K. Narayan 
himself did not feel too happy about. 

Raja Rao has written more than he has been able to publish and his second book 
Serpent and the Rope(1960), which won him his Sahitya Akademi Award, showed 
him in very different light fiom Kanthapura. This novel, autobiographical in tone, is 
about the travels of a young man abroad and his life and loves till he understands that 
he needs to search for the true Guru for an understanding of life. This philosophical 
novel, in which, as Naik puts it, "the philosophy is not in the story - the philosophy is 
the story", signals the amval of the philosopher novelist. Rao's The Cat and 
Shakespeare (1965) is a metaphysical comedy. Rao tries a different kind of novel in 
Comrade Kirilov (1976) where he looks at the life of an Indian intellectual, 
Padmanabha Iyer (the Kirilov of the title), in the 1930s and 40s in England. His 
recent work is the voluminous The Chessmaster and His Moves (1988). His attempt 
overall is to espouse an Indian philosophical point of view in the novel. 

1.7.2 Other Novelists 

A major novelist who began writing in 1947 is Bhabani Bhattacharya (1 906-1 988). 
Another social realist, he has said that every novel should have a social purpose. His 
first novel, So Many Hungers-(l947), is set during the years of the Bengal famine. It 
depicts the various kinds of exploitations that took place during that period, from that 
of the colonial power to that of the local traders. Music for Mohini (1952) is an 
attempt to wed the city and the village, through the marriage of a city bred girl who 
has to then move to a village. In He Who Rides a Tiger (1952), Bhattacharya has 
Kalo, a blacksmith who is jailed for stealing a bunch of bananas, takes revenge on 
society by becoming a godman. A Goddess Named Gold is an allegory where a 
magic talisman raises false expectations.'His next novel, Shadow from Ladakh 
(1966), which won him the Sahitya Akademi Award, is set against the background df 
the 1962.war with China. In this Gandhiism is pitted against modem technology. A 



Dream in Hawaii (1978) is Bhattacharya's attempt to explore the East-West A History of the 
encounter. Bh~ttacharya has had a successful career with his novels being transla.ted Indian English 
into many lang?~ages. Novel 

Another noveqcist from Bengal who was quite popular during that period was 
Sudhindranath Ghose (1899-1965). His tetralogy - And Gazelles Leaping (1949), 
Cradle of the Clouds (1951), The Vermilion Boat (1953), and The Flame of the 
Forest (1955) - follows the life of a nameless narrator-protagonist through about 
twenty years of his life. The central theme is the growth of the narrator's mind. Thi i 
is a wonderful attempt in terms of narrative experimentation, written more like a 
magic realist tale (in other words, a traditional Indian story) than a western novel. 
Perhaps G h s e  will be back in fashion some time. 

If Bhattacharya believes in the novel with a social purp&e, the novelist who belleves 
in complete entertainment is Mamhar Malgonkar (b. 1913). Among his novels, 
Distant Drum (1960), his first novel, and Bandicoot Run (1982) are based in an 
army setting, a setting with which Malgonkar, as a retired army officer, is familiar. 
The latter novel is a spy thriller of a high order. He had written another cornpetcant 
espionage novel earlier, Spy in Amber (1971). Combat of Shadows (1962) is 
another at tempt at writing a &st moving tale of passion and murder. The Princes 
(1963) is a picture of the times when the princely states merged with India and is 
considered a critical success because Malgonkar seems more interested in the issues 
than in just telling a fast tale. His novel on the Partition, A Bend in the Ganges 
(1964), is again a readable novel written on a large scale. The Devil's Wind ( 1972) is 
an attempt to portray the Revolt of 1857. In Cactus Country (1992), M a l g o ~ b  sees 
the 197 1 war from the point of view of a Pakistani officer. Malgonkar is an exciting 
h e r  who deserves to be better known and deserves to be always in print. 
Anlong: other novelists of this,period are Khushwanth Singh (b. 19 18), Karnala 
Marlcar~daya (b. 1924), Nayantara Sahgal (b. 1927), and Arun Joshi (1939-19 ). 
These !.re all novelists with a sulxtantial amount of works. But perhaps thls is the 
time t c~  pause and look at certain novels which have had a great impact in Indian 
English fiction. 

One s ~ ~ c h  novel is G.V. Desani's All About H. Hatterr (1948). This is a book that 
displays great comic virtuosity and anticipates many a post-modernist novel in form 
and style. It is not easy to summarise this novel which has to be read to be admired 
for all that it attempts and attempts successfblly. What I can say here is that Desani 
rnanagts to use the language with great flexibility and it is a pity that neither he nor 
any a': his contemporaries could pull it off again, or even tried to do so. 

Another novel that I must direct you to read, and this is more easily available and 
move easily readable, is Attia Hosain's Sunlight on a Broken Column (1961), which 
is an account of life in pre-Partition Lucknow. It is a classic of its kind, looking at the 
impact on the Muslim aristocracy of the winds of change brmght about by the 
freec4om strugpJe as well as notions of modernity. 

Khushwanth Singh's Train to Pakistan (1956), which has 3een made into a feature 
filn! recently, is his first and most famous novel. It is the s t :q  of the impact of 
Partrtian on a village in the western border and how the pe~~ceful life of two 
com~nunities is rent asunder by forces that they cannot unc'lzrstand. It is a wondefilly 
paced novel tllat also tells a love story as it delineates a society. In I Shall Not Hear 
the Nightingde (1959) Khushwanth Singh's portrays a Sikh family and all that it 
goes through the freedom movement and the 1940s. Sing11 also has an enormously 
popular late ravel, Delhi, to his credit. 

K;unala Marlrandaya has a number of novels to her credit. As a diasporic writer her 
major concerns seem to be the East-West encounter and tke different roles of women. 
Foreign char xters people her fictional Indian world, which in any case shows the 
ei-fect of pm;esses of modernisation and urbanisation. Nectar in a Sieve (1954) is 13 



U~touchablr her El st novel and critics have often wondered where in India such a village as 
depicted i:; the novel could bc, Some of her other nokels are Some Inner Fury 
( 19551, S~lence of Desire (1960). Possession (1 963), A Handful of Rice (1 966). The 
Coffer Dams (1969), The Xowhere Man-(1972), and Two Virgins (1973) 
Mzrkmdzya's output is  substantial and her novels are emineiirly readable. 

Nauyanta.m Sahgal, who belongs to the Nehru family, is the only political novclist In 
Indian English fiction. Her construction of the political space also inciudes the 
strdggle for identity of the post-Independence Indian woman A Time To Be Happy 
(I 958)  is hcr first nove! and it immediately announces the arrival of a fresh new 
voice. It deals with the iast phase of the freedom struggle and the newly indepeildeilt 
India. 111 Maya, it has the first of Sahgal's trapped-in-bad-marriage women. This 
Time of Morning (1968); and Storm in Chandigarh (1969) depict situations in 
Independent India and contain portraits s f  recognisable po!itical figurcs. Both portray 
~ t . ~ i n s  within marriage md the polity. The Bay in Shadow(i97 1) is again about a 
marital breakdown as much as it is about political goings on, and A Situation in New 
Deihi (1977) dcals with India after N e h ' s  death. Her finest and most ambitious 
novel so far has been Rich Like Us (1985). This novel deals with the entirety of t l i ~  
history of modem India culminating ir? the Emergency declared by Indira %andhi. 
The novel tries to trace the almost inevitability of the journey from Mahatma G~ndhi 
to Indira Gandhi. It is an extremely complex novel which cannot be summarised in 
this space. Her Plans for Departure came out in 1986. 

A m  Joshi's Strange Case of Billy Biswas (1971) is a wondefil introduction tp the 
urorld of post-Independence Indian English fiction. This is an extremely well paced 
book and ieils the story of an Indian who returns from the west and where his sear& 
for identity takes him in the new nation. He ends up leading a tribe in so called 
'primitive' India and is shot dead by a policeman ironically during an effort to secure 
him 2y.his well wishers Even his first book, The Foreigner (1968), was about a 
similar themme, of alienation. Joshi's heroes search for meaning in life, for an identity 
beyond the given. This holds true for two of his other novels, The Apprentice 
(1974), in which the life of an idealistic youth is delineated, and The Last Labyrinth 
(198 I), ~ h i c h  won him the Shitya Akdemi Award. But Joshi's The City & the 
River (!9W) is a political allegory that shows the cyclical nature of human greed and 
deceit. Jovhl is anothcr'ofthe novelists who desewe to be read by futbre generations. 

You have Anita Desai's' Clear Light of Day (1980) in your course. Anita Desai (b. 
1937) is novelist whose career began in 1963 and is still going strong. To a large 
extent lDesai3s foeus is on the inner world of her main characters, usually w&en 
From M a p  in Cry, the Peacock-(1963) to Uma in Fasting, Feasting (1999), her 
main characters are essentijr!~ lonely a t~d  strugglin~ with the forces of existence I 
don't. need to ssy more here since you will be studying about her. Suffice to say>that 
mong women writers, Desai largely shifted the theme from the outer world This is 
not entirely true of all her fiction, of course. 

I must mcntioa~ here another single nove! that nlany of you may like to read. b a  
Mehta's Inside the WaveBi (1977). andher winner of the Sahitya Akadem~ Award. In 
t h ~ s  novel the author poi-trays the married life of an urban educated woman who IS 
forced into Purdah in a Rajput household, Very well written the novel surprises the 
reader in ahocating compromise with this way of life. 

1.8 RUSHDIE AND AFTER 

1980 is a watershed year in Indian English fiction, $he p:eceding decade had seen the 
effervescence of Indian English poetry and a sense cf ennui had actually descended 
on the novel. But the publication of Midnight's Children by Salmail Rushdie (b 



; 947) changed all that 'This novel led to mcrased IEtericst in and rrtwket fgs Indian A m ~ t o q  of the 
English writing a ~ d  coupled with a Govemmentai decrsion about impor? or" books lea&5aaa EaspBisk 
tr~to India, and the m;ry of Penguin, led to s i;~ pubIicatisrr of Indial English No*el 
books 

Again you have sfidnight's Children in your cwrse and therefn:3 f cIr;rtI not 
mticipate the disct~ssion of the novel or of Rushdle's works as a wnole 5u:ficc to say 
that the rlovel a~zcul~tes the viewyoint of a migrant vh:, looks at .aIi constructlcr:; of 
ination as fi~ti~il. if till %%idnight's Children bori ha%e had Indian Engl:sb notelists 
attempting to deilnclatc conttimrties and define nition-xss, if the) Tk,xve rned ?Q 4 u w  
Lte in Indepedbem India SQ as +rO m r k  t01~5';2rds reQfinltlons of gnod c~ixcq;sii!p ad 
governance, MC 'rtnngb r f i  rk;. notioa af the hwed n magi nation uf naxon 2f  t:;e 
~nmpossibiiity of a niodern India As an iconic t e a  dpostcoloniai i i t~-~tlre; ,  MC (an6 
Rushdie) celebrates the hybridit y of the m1grm~ and argues agakst d-ar::& T ~ I & E ~  
tlsions of pur",ty sl- continuity or possibilrty ~f etulmral one-ness ?i~ic- fit$ici* a5 :rue 
hislory ha3 influenced mmg. 2 subsqu~nt  now! His use ef f'joyfi~l!y i>l l:iaz:;l.ea 
5;:giish languags has had ,m eq~ally great acn,pact. 

Among the h a s  ol';~r.vit.llsts a d  novels that hzvs come to the fore 19XLit ! svrlst 
iook briefly ai " ~ h t  career of Amitav Ghosli $33. 1[,;5S). Bcgimhg wikiz 2'5.1 <;it rl:: of 
Reason (1986), and The Shaadsw Lines (1983), .zuhel-e he shams the i:c~;istJuc?Gc at14 

> .  d15s shadowy na@:re ~f bmlidarles between states, fnis rrnmensei:; tzlen:,cs *irit,er k s  
dissolved th, b c u ~ b - i e ~  bsriveen fiction aninn mthro-csp~isgical arid hisic); a::& re-esczs ch 
In an Antique Land ( 1  '393) and The Glass Falace (2000) are exai1ss;lcs ef svc'll 
= = * a  wieategorisablc is;;rib:ngs. $13 between he wrcic a science fiction inFst;Ff :!trili.;r, 1 he 
Calcutta Chroma~.llsomc (1996). Fie has aise bsen ;in influential essayist ~ t ~ s i r . g  oil 
subjects as vmcd as the nuclex bomb and the jungles of Burma. 

X writer who has beel; vicing t!!roughout this period .and whose repuktion has 
alown quietly is Shashi Deshpande, In her expiorations of the lives of middle c las  " 
wornen, Deshpande sho\vs you a different facet of society fiom Anita Dssa: ,4rnorr.? 
her novels, you may like to read The Dark Holds No Terrors (1980) and 'I'hat 
Long Silence (1988) in order to get a picture ofthis accompiished writer. 

Other novelists a id  nove!~ 40u may wish to read are Upamanyu Chatterjj (whose 
English, August explores the empty a d  mast r:cidei; l!fe of the upper middle class 
Indian youth has a cult stabs), Vikranl Se51 I~vhost: Golden Gate is wonde,.SII 
evarnyle of poetic sltiils used for narration =d %hose A Suitable Boy 1s 3 sprawling 
socral realist book of the lnrlla of the fi:?ies), 1 Alicz Sealy (whose Trotter Sank3 
haaided ths arri~zl or3 grsat Anglo Tzldlm no-ceitst. ,and who has 5cAn.l!swed nt u~ wlth 
rile cnt~cali~. aci laimtld Everest Elate!) md 61tf72. W.vhxan ~U.~_OSC a'ih~rd t~~,raiair:gg 
debut novel Ths Thousand Pnces r?f %~~:l~t_c;sta;rlisb~-c! her as a c z ~ c k i  CP~&SI);PSOII, 

2 repu:atloIi she 31ss safcg~arded hrougit hcr o~h.a; I~;o<~s). There ale T:iapV ocher 
rtn\.elists - for c.xa~np;e, the Booker Prizf: winn:ng Azundhati Roy (Cod of Sma!! 
Things), Mukill Kcsa\an (I'ooking ThrrwgIa Class). Menju Kapsor (Difficalt 
Daughters) - Thai you tnay dready he ar=.are of There are again a r:~tmber of 
dlaspcric w r ~ t c ~ s  mcluding Bharati hluk*. eqee, S:1m?rn Gupta, and R~hiaiton hfistry. - 
i here are an) nu.mSer of other writers of \.awing tritacai reputation a ~ d  yoc have to 
make your own ifno~ces as regards your readixlg.. 

1.9 LET US SUM UP 

kileenakshi Mukherjec I:] her influential st~b;;". .;of Ipld~an English fiction, The Twice 
GOFIX Fiction. sr;a:pi ;here were three kinds ~ ; f  Gctto9: from thil 1920: r ~ l l  the 1970, 

are the histoncai ,z~t.e!, the socio-polit~ca! novel, and the novel of ic'leniliy. Tiac 
first t \ v ~  hr~adBy ac:ct;r before Independence and the third occurs a h r  As shz her~s!f 



UIrtouchoble points out this is not meant to be a rigid framework and the phases may overlap, and 
individual exceptions may always be  there. She also identifies the major themes as - 
'The Making of a Nation', East-West Encounter', and 'Renunciation as an  deal'.' 
The major problematic she identifies is that of language and the expression of 
Indianness. This is tackled both in the language that the writers fashion and the 
narrative techniques that they use including the use of myths. 

The question of language is seen differently by the new writers. As far as they are 
concerned the language they write in is theirs, English is their first language. But this 
is an English that has undergone many changes. But even this English cannot 
represent the complete daily life of any individual in India, where even the die-hard 
English speaker will have to use some other Indian language(s) in various social 
situations. If this is not taken into account, many nuances which can be exploited by 
the writer can be lost to herfhirn. Also, many Indians do not use English at all in their 
daily lives. Hcbw does the Indian English writer represent them? So even if English is 
the first language of the new writers they should be aware of the challenges that have 
always been there for Indian English writers. 

After Rushdie, the Indian English novel has gone transnational with many writers 
living in the west and writing from a perspective beyond nationality. On the other 
hand, though always with the chance of international exposure, there are many 
novelists who live and publish in India, who still work on questions of identity in this 
multicultural multilingual nation. This may be the era of the postmodern novel but 
Indian English novels still do not forsake India. 

1.10 QUESTIONS 

1. Write down in point form the milestones in the growth of the early Indian 
English novel. 1 

2. Assess the contribution of the trinity of Anand, Narayan, and Rao to the 
growth of the Indian English novel. 

3. Name some major women novelists and write about their contribution to 
Indian English fiction. 

4. Examine Raja Rao's foreword to Kanthapra and then formulate in your own 
words the major challenges that the Indian English novelist Eaces. Name 
some novels that have met these chillenges successfully. 

5 Assess the state of the Indian English novel after 1980. 
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